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Understanding the causes and effects of road accidents is critical for developing road and action plans in a country. The

causation hypothesis elucidates how accidents occur and may be applied to accident analysis to more precisely

anticipate, prevent, and manage road safety programs. Driving behavior is a critical factor to consider when determining

the causes of traffic accidents. Inappropriate driving behaviors are a set of acts taken on the roadway that can result in

aberrant conditions that may result in road accidents.
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1. Background

A transportation system cannot be sustainable unless it is safe for humans, and human life is the most precious resource.

Road safety not only encompasses the steps taken to lower the risk of traffic-related injuries and deaths, but also

encompasses the sensation of being safe while on the road and confidence that the user will not be seriously wounded or

killed while on it. Safety is now recognized in worldwide environmental policies as being critical to achieving sustainable

development and should be a precondition for mobility, particularly in countries where the number of road fatalities

remains high. The goal of a sustainable and safe road traffic system is to eliminate road deaths, serious road injuries, and

permanent injuries by systematically lowering the underlying risks of the whole traffic system. Human aspects are the key

focus: the traffic system may be realistically altered to ensure optimum safety by investigating the behaviors, skills, and

limitations of drivers.

Traffic, accidents, and pollution are three issues that are becoming increasingly prominent in urban areas as both the

population and vehicle fleet continue to increase. The most detrimental of the three elements outlined above is an

accident in or near a city center. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), over 1.3 million people died in road

traffic accidents in 2010, while 20 to 50 million people were injured . Between 1975 and 1998, the number of people

killed or injured in road traffic accidents increased by around 44% in Malaysia and by over 200% in Colombia and

Botswana. The World Health Organization has also forecasted that road accidents will be the sixth largest cause of

mortality and the second leading cause of disability in developing nations by the year 2020 if current trends continue .

According to a review of 404 accident reports of 14 different types of accidents, the road environment played a role in

approximately 14.5% of all accidents . According to the findings of the study by the WHO , 30 deaths per 100,000

people were observed in Saudi Arabia in 2007, and 6358 deaths occurred as a result of road accidents. Additionally,

according to the WHO report , in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, traffic accidents are the greatest cause of injury, fatality,

and disability, and the cost of treating those who are injured or killed in road traffic accidents was projected to be SAR

652.5 million . Officials in Saudi Arabia have revealed that road accidents occur every minute in the country, and the

kingdom is considered to be one of the world’s top countries when it comes to traffic accidents, with approximately 21

deaths per day, ranking it as the second deadliest country in the Middle East .

There are many factors that cause traffic accidents. Some of these causes are related to road geometry, and some are

related to driver behavior. Driving behavior is one of the significant issues when analyzing the reasons of traffic accidents.

A report on the town of Mekelle in northern Ethiopia showed that human risk behavior is behind 96% of accidents . A

study in an eastern Mediterranean region showed that 86% of drivers engaged in at least one risky driving behavior while

driving . Crash-causing risky driving habits include speeding, ignoring red light signals, sudden lane changes, blocking

intersections, not using seat belts, and vehicles turning suddenly . If the effects and extent of inappropriate driving

attitudes and behaviors on accident severity and type can be identified, it will be helpful in developing suitable road safety

policies that would prevent traffic accidents. Saudi Arabia, similar to many other countries throughout the world, has

created tactics and scenarios to help mitigate and resolve traffic disasters when they occur. However, despite the

deterrent and awareness measures implemented by the Traffic Department and other concerned departments, which

have taken it upon themselves to confront this danger, Saudi Arabia continues to experience a significant problem
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concerning traffic accidents; therefore, it is essential to analyze the effects of driving behavior on road accidents in the

Saudi Arabian context.

2. Driving Behaviors

It is essential to understand the causes and effects of road accidents to adopt appropriate safety strategies and action

plans. Some of these causes are reflections of the inappropriate attitudes or behaviors of drivers, such as speeding,

suddenly changing lanes, and tailgating . Several studies have attempted to analyze and categorize types of driving

behavior. Some researchers divided driving behavior in two broad categories: “cautious” and “aggressive” driving . A

driver who does not accelerate, can initiate the breaks of their vehicle unexpectedly, and maintain proper speed is

considered to be careful and cautious driver . The Department of Transportation of Pennsylvania described aggressive

driving as “the operation of a motor vehicle in a manner that endangers or is likely to endanger persons or property” .

Eboli et al.  analyzed average speed as well as the 50th and 85th percentile speeds of a road segment of a two-lane

Italian rural road and classified driving behavior into three categories: (1) safe, (2) unsafe, and (3) safe but potentially

dangerous. In another study conducted by Taubman-Ben-Ari et al. , it was suggested that driving behavior be

categorized into four groups: (1) careless and reckless driving: this driving behavior is characterized by high speed, illegal

maneuvers, and racing to seek thrills when driving; (2) anxious driving: related to ineffective relaxation activities with

feelings of tension and alertness when driving; (3) hostile and angry driving: includes drivers with antagonistic attitudes

and annoyance as well as anger, and these emotions are expressed by acts such as flashing their headlights at others;

and (4) careful and patient behavior: expressed via a good attitude, planning for unforeseen situations in advance, and

perfectly following traffic rules and regulations. Yasir Ali et al.  conducted simulation studies using the CARRS-Q

Advanced Driving Simulator to evaluate various critical driving behaviors across a number of normal driving activities,

including car-following, interactions with traffic lights, pedestrian crossings, and lane changes. Their findings implied that

drivers who communicate well had a longer time-to-collision when following another vehicle, a longer time-to-collision

when approaching a pedestrian, lower deceleration to prevent a crash when changing lanes, and a reduced proclivity to

run yellow lights. In general, drivers in a networked environment make more informed (and hence safer) decisions. Using

the random parameters Bayesian least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) modeling approach, Yue Zhou

et al.  studied the operational aspects affecting aggressive taxi speeders. Taxi GPS trajectory data in Chengdu, China,

was used to extract taxi speeding habits and other operational parameters. The fuzzy C-means clustering approach was

used to group taxi speeders into three cohorts based on their hourly speeding frequency and average speeding severity:

restrained speeders (RS), moderate speeders (MS), and belligerent speeders (BS). MS and BS are regarded as

aggressive taxi speeders compared to RS. With RS as the reference category, several binary logistic models have been

built. The Bayesian binary logistic LASSO model with random parameters has been found to capture unobserved

heterogeneity and to combat multicollinearity. Mohammad Jalayer et al.  applied a random parameter-ordered probit

model to identify the attributes of wrong-way driving (WWD) crashes and injuries using 15 years of crash data from the

states of Alabama and Illinois. According to the obtained results, factors such as driver age, driver condition, roadway

surface conditions, and lighting conditions significantly contribute to the injury severity in WWD crashes. Zhengwu Wang

et al.  combined a classification tree with a logistic regression model and studied the underlying risk factors for severe

injuries in different categories of e-bike users. Three years of e-bike crashes in Hunan province were analyzed by

considering risk factors such as rider attributes, opponent vehicle and driver attributes, incorrect riding and driving

behaviors, and road and environmental characteristics. Below, Table 1 summarizes the literature related to driving

behaviors.

Table 1. References on driving behavior.

References Driving Behaviors Comments

P. McTish and S.
Park (2016) 

Aggressive driving in Pennsylvania’s Delaware
Valley region in the USA.

Conducted statistical analysis among aggressive
crash features (e.g., type, severity level), roadway

features (operation and geometric), and driver
behavior.

C. Wang et al.
(2014) 

Different driving styles, vision sensors, radar,
GPS, and vehicle CAN bus data capture systems

were installed in a small passenger car, and a real
road driving test was carried out.

Used the fuzzy evaluation method to categorize
driving behavior.

G. Miller and O.
Taubman-Ben-Ari,

(2010) 

Studied the risky behavior of young novice
drivers.

Analyzed the contribution of parental driving styles
and personal characteristics on the behavior of

young drivers.
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References Driving Behaviors Comments

L. Eboli et al.
(2017) 

Classified driving behavior into three categories:
(1) safe, (2) unsafe, and (3) safe, with potentially
dangerous behavior based on speed analysis.

Conducted a survey to collect experimental speeds
in a real situation in an Italian rural two-lane road.

O. Taubman-Ben-
Ari et al. (2004)

Developed a self-report scale assessing four
broad domains of driving styles—the

multidimensional driving style inventory (MDSI).

Applied factor analysis that revealed eight main
factors, with each one representing a specific

driving style—dissociative, anxious, risky, angry,
high-velocity, distress reduction, patient, and

careful.

Y. Ali et al. (2020)
Evaluated various critical driving behaviors across

a number of normal driving activities, including
car following, interactions with traffic lights,

pedestrian crossings, and lane changes.

Conducted simulation studies using the CARRS-Q
Advanced Driving Simulator.

Yue Zhou et al.
(2021) 

Operational aspects affecting aggressive taxi
speeders.

Applied the random parameter Bayesian least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator

(LASSO) modeling approach on taxi GPS trajectory
data from Chengdu, China.

Mohammad
Jalayer et al.

(2018) 

Identified the attributes of wrong-way driving
(WWD) crashes and injuries.

Applied random parameter-ordered probit model
using 15 years of crash data from Alabama and

Illinois, USA.

Zhengwu Wang et
al. (2021) 

Studied the underlying risk factors for severe
injuries in different categories of e-bike users.

Combined a classification tree with a logistic
regression model using e-bike crash data from

Hunan province, China.

The causality hypothesis can be applied to accident analysis to anticipate, prevent, and manage road safety initiatives on

a more precise level in order to explain how driver behavior leads to accidents. Researchers from all around the world

have undertaken numerous studies on the causality of road accidents through the use of a variety of data sets, locations,

sample sizes, and factors as well as analytical models to determine the causes of accidents. As an example, references

 provided aggregate models in which an accident frequency analysis and χ  Test  were devised as key

tools. Lord et al.  proposed a non-negative, discrete disaggregated model in which they assumed from experience that

the rate of accidents follows a Poisson distribution and applied a Poisson distribution to observe the influence of risk

factors on the rate of accidents. Researchers  have extensively employed the negative binomial regression model

for road safety analysis; nevertheless, it has been discovered that the real-world scenarios do not always correspond to

the assumption of equal mean and variance required for the Poisson distribution, as stated in different studies.

Furthermore, when applying the Poisson regression model and negative binomial regression to longitudinal data samples,

there is a substantial danger of obtaining a skewed estimate, if not completely wrong results. These models are based on

invariant parameters that do not account for temporal variability. There are some recent modelling techniques that analyze

traffic accidents in real time and that update the model parameters recursively and react to abrupt trend changes .

Researchers have gradually advanced from developing aggregated models to developing complex disaggregated models;

aggregate modeling entails straightforward descriptive analysis, whereas disaggregate modeling entails complex

multivariate analysis. However, there is a persistent lack of understanding of the circumstances, meaning that accident-

causing elements have not been completely explored. The existing literature is deficient in that the majority of analyses

and models are isolated, single factor, or case-specific and fail to present, correlate, and explain the underlying processes

and complex multidimensional relationships between accident causes, occurrences, and consequences. Although some

scholars have attempted to address these issues , the theoretical and empirical foundations for accident

mechanisms have not been established systematically.
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